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and would regularly break openly into tears at work. My work suffered and
my life suffered. Life was not good.

I sought counselling as I was crying daily
by now ...

I would dress at home and socially around town and amongst friends, but it was
so hard to change from male by day to female by night. The change of this
nature to a transsexual is extremely difficult as clothes didn't make any
difference to the way I felt, but being addressed as male, he or him or he by day
was irritating and confusing. Transvestites cope with this as the clothing makes
them feel like women but to a transsexual, we are women all the time.

I sought counselling as I was crying daily by now, and cleverly, my counsellor suggested that I live one life and stop having a war
between my female and male: as in wars, no one wins and people die. I was not going to die.
Regrettably I gave up my male life. This life had tremendous history and success, many friends and many memories, but it was a life of
the past, and Lisa was my life of the future.
On returning home from my dismissal from work, I threw my male clothes in the dustbin as a statement of my intent. I showered, put on
a summer dress, and had a coffee. At this point I noticed a number scribbled on the front of my phone book. I recalled it may have
something to do with a job. I flippantly called the number and addressed myself as Lisa. The voice on the phone soon informed me that
the company I had called were interviewing applicants over the next few days. I had nothing to lose, yet a chance to start a new life, the
life I had dreamed about for the twenty years of my working life.
The rest is history. I got the job out of sixty applicants. This was the most memorable moment of my life. I had planned how I could do
this for at least seven years and now all my dreams had come to fruition in twenty minutes.
I started work four days later, not in the public eye, but on the phone and it is vital for a transsexual on the phone to have a voice that
matches your name. All my life my voice never aligned with my male appearance, but now everything was in harmony. Of the 4,000
phone calls I have made since I have started work, I have never been questioned over my voice. I am doing well in my new job and
now have a goal in life. I never had one before.
Finally, dear friends, never give up even if all seems lost. If your desire is strong enough to change your gender, let no one get in your
way. Think positive. I mean really positive - that's the answer, and I hope your life will be as happy as mine is now.
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